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  1. What is considered to be a breakthrough in cinematic projections?

Screening of films by Wright brothers

Screening of films by Luminere brothers

Screening of Scooby Doo movie

2. When was the first film studio founded?

1898

1899

1897

3. When was the first rotating camera created?

1897

1896

1898

4. Who invented the 'close up shot'?

D.W Albert

D.W Paine

D.W Griffith

5. What was the common name for most of the films made in the 1900s?

Sky films

Fall films
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Chase films

6. What was the name of the first succesful permanent theatre?

The Pogo

ATV

The Nickelodeon

7. When was the first successful permanent theatre made?

1907

1905

1906

8. Where was the first succesful permanent theatre made?

London

Edinburgh

Pittsburgh

9. Who invented the rotating camera?

Robert W.Paul

Robert W.Anderson

Robert W.Gayle

10. When was Seidlitz powders released?

1901

1902

1903
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History of Film Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What is considered to be a breakthrough in cinematic projections?
  Screening of films by Luminere brothers
  2. When was the first film studio founded?
  1897
  3. When was the first rotating camera created?
  1898
  4. Who invented the 'close up shot'?
  D.W Griffith
  5. What was the common name for most of the films made in the 1900s?
  Chase films
  6. What was the name of the first succesful permanent theatre?
  The Nickelodeon
  7. When was the first successful permanent theatre made?
  1905
  8. Where was the first succesful permanent theatre made?
  Pittsburgh
  9. Who invented the rotating camera?
  Robert W.Paul
  10. When was Seidlitz powders released?
  1901
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